SÉPAQ

PARC NATIONAL
DES HAUTES-GORGESDE-LA-RIVIÈRE-MALBAIE
Protected area. Enriching nature experiences.

Discover a dizzying
combination of valleys
deeply sculpted by
glaciers in a setting of
high mountains. The
important differences
of altitude between the
mountains, the beauty of
the landscapes and the
particular right-angled
layout of the Malbaie river
will be imprinted on your
imagination.
To explore in any season.

TEAM PICKS

A
On a wintry air!

When the river turns black and white, it is a genuine winter
wonderland for snow sports lovers. A heavenly playground for
skating, sliding, fatbiking, skiing or hiking! Here, time comes to
a standstill – for real!

B
Everything to please

Trail Le Riverain is a real charmer! Its 10.8 km appeal to fans of
longer distances but it attracts many more via its multiple
trailheads. Its majestic forests, breathtaking viewpoints and
quietude are truly delightful.

C
Tightly entwined forests

On this guided tour, discover our forests and their lively panoply of
fascinating interactions. The territory to be explored can only be
reached with a naturalist guide, and together you will discover rich
ecosystems and their native species.

D
Strong nature

Enclaved between tall, sheer rock faces, Rivière Malbaie can be
moody. A mirror that reflects the sky, untamed on days of high
wind, it is ever-changing. Always alive with the history of bygone
log drivers, today it invites nature lovers to live moments of pure
adventure or… deep serenity.

E
To the end of the world

L’Équerre is: another world, 8 km from the Le Draveur Visitors
Center by bike, on foot, or by watercraft. Meditate by the waterfall
at the end of Chute-du-Ruisseau-Blanc, observe the fauna in Les
Orchidées or admire the river, on La Coulée-du-Lac-à-Girard...

F
Tribute to the author

Short but demanding, the William-Hume-Blake trail amply rewards
an adventurer’s efforts! Winter or summer, it reveals hidden vistas
of Rivière Malbaie and its 90-degree turn. A must, from its
trailhead on Sentier des Orchidées.

DISCOVER OUR TRAILS
LENGTH
AND DURATION*

L’Érablière – The trail can be accessed from a forestry road that runs
along the Malbaie River. Admire the Cran des Érables, on its most
beautiful colors in the Fall.

2.5 km**
loop

1h

LEVEL/
HEIGHT

E
20 m

DEPARTURE
POINT

Des Érables bridge
(km 2)
Félix-AntoineSavard Visitors
Centre

Le Lac-Sans-Oreille – Discover this trail that leads to a nice glacial lake
and passes through beautiful mixed forests. The shallow Lac SansOreille is a great place to observe moose; you might be lucky enough
to come across one!

7.2 km
loop

Le Belvédère – Without too much effort, go to the lookout that
provides an astonishing view on the valley.

0.4 km
round trip

15 min.

E
55 m

Le Draveur Visitors
Centre (km 8)

Le Pied-des-Sommets – Stretch your legs on this trail that leads
to a lookout overlooking the dam, and where you can admire
Mont Felix-Antoine-Savard.

0.7 km
loop

15 min.

E
35 m

Le Draveur Visitors
Centre (km 8)

Des Orchidées – A new trail named in honor of two very discreet
species of orchids, visible at certain times of the year.

2.1 km***
loop

1h

E
51 m

L’Équerre
campground***

La Chute-du-Ruisseau-Blanc – A pleasant hike that leads up to the
foot of a spectacular 45 metres high waterfall. A destination in itself for
those who will go to L’Équerre by bike, on foot or in a canoe.

1 km***
round trip

30
min.

E
78 m

L’Équerre
campground***

William-Hume-Blake – From Des Orchidées Trail, continue your
climb to join William-Hume-Blake trail, which opens up a magnificient
window on the Malbaie River.

2.2 km***
round trip

1h

E
180 m

Le Riverain – This trail, located on the west bank of the Malbaie River,
offers magnificent views of the valley and the Cran des Érables. It
is covered with fine gravel for the majority of the course. When you
leave the trail at Le Draveur Visitors Centre, you will have the choice to
retrace your steps, return by Les Rapides trail or take the shuttle bus if
it is in operation.

6.2 km
loop

10.8 km****
one-way
10.2 km****
one-way
8.8 km****
one-way

between
I
3 hrs
186 m
and
4 hrs

between
2 hrs 30
and
3 hrs 30

Des Érables bridge
(km 2)

L’Équerre
campground***

from the junction with
the Orchid trail.

Félix-AntoineSavard Visitors
Centre

I
between
Le Cran camp160 and
ground (km 0.5)
170 m
Des Érables bridge
(km 2)

Les Rapides – In several places, you will hear the sound of rapids,
hence the name of the trail. The route offers several exit points on the
park road. For your return, plan to retrace your steps, return by Le Riverain trail or take the shuttle bus if it is in operation.

7.6 km****
one-way

2 hrs

I
20 m

Le Cran
campground
(km 0.5)

Sentier multifonctionnel – A gravel trail, perfect for walking or cycling,
that leads you to L’Équerre sector.

7.1 km****
one-way

2 hrs

I
17 m

Le Draveur Visitors
Centre

La Coulée à Girard – Discover magnificent viewpoints on Rivière
Malbaie in this rather quiet sector. Perfect for campers staying at
L’Équerre.

10 km***
round trip

2 hrs 30

I
44 m

L’Équerre
campground***

L’Acropole-des-Draveurs – This trail takes you through a forest
universe to the first summit, from which you will be immersed in a
arctic-alpine environment. A spectacular view awaits you there.

11.2 km
round trip

4 hrs
to
6 hrs

D
800 m

Le Pin-Blanc
campground
(km 6)

This is a challenging trail that requires good physical fitness and adequate equipment (hiking boots, at least 2 liters of drinking water per person, trekking
poles and warm clothes, since it is generally 5° to 10°C colder at the top).
Departures authorized only between sunrise and 2 p.m. (between sunrise and noon from September 1st). Mandatory descent from the summit no later
than approximately 3 hours before sunset, a park warden will bring up the rear. Visit our website for schedule and more information.

E : easy

I : intermediate

D : difficult

Hiking

Biking

Family experience

Dog allowed
sepaq.com/animaux

* Mentioned times and difficulty levels are indicative and refer to the Summer season. ** Does not include the approach path: a forest road along the Rivière Malbaie (2.4 km
round trip, 30 min.). *** Does not include the approach path: the starting point is 7 km from Le Draveur Service Center. You will have to take the Malbaie River or the bike path
that runs along the Malbaie River (14 km round trip, 4 hours) to reach the starting point of this trail. **** Return possible by shuttle when in operation.
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RENDEZVOUS
WITH
DISCOVERY

Discover the park by
canoe, kayak or bike

Beginner or expert? A stroll on the
water by canoe, kayak or even stand-up
paddleboard is a great way to discover
the beauty of Rivière Malbaie. Are you a
thrill-seeker? In the company of an experienced Descente Malbaie guide, explore
the river by rubber dinghy over 7.5 km
where rapids alternate with quieter
sections. Ask our attendants!
You do not have sea legs? Get your bike
out or rent one to roam the banks of the
cycle path in complete freedom! Pleasure
guaranteed!

EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
When winter comes,
discover the Ice Valley.
On snowshoes, on a
fatbike or on skissnowshoes, another
spectacle awaits you!

Do you want to explore the
park in a different way?
Consult the list
and prices of
equipment available for rental.

Sunset kayak tour

Accompanied by a park warden, discover
all the beauty of a twilight paddle on
Rivière Malbaie. An unforgettable experience where the hushed end-of-day mood
blends with the awakening nightlife. Book
your departure at one of the park’s visitors
centres.

Campfires Tour:
a naturalist at the campsite

Enjoy your marshmallows while learning
about the fauna, the history and challenges
of Acropole-des-Draveurs. This promises
to be very interesting. Park warden and
naturalist tours the campfires to present
personalized talks to interested campers.
A privileged moment to understand what
surrounds you and start your evening at
the park!

Family experience
Yippee, it’s absolutely free!
For young people 17 years
of age and under, access,
accommodations, and
equipment loans are
absolutely free of charge.
The offer varies from one
establishment to another.

Tease the trout

Wading or by rowboat, discover the
immense potential of the Malbaie River,
the ideal place to learn about fishing with
family or friends! Fish on an exceptional
protected environment, the Lac Noir. Tease
the trout on lakes Porc-Épic, Argentenay
and Châteauguay in the plateaux sector,
accessible by road 381 (km 55). A boat is
available on all the lakes of the park.

Cruise off into the immensity, by bateau-mouche

All aboard Le Menaud! You will quickly learn why the discovery cruise is one of our most
sought-after activities. With your naturalist guide, hear all about this exceptional park
territory, and its every secret. Amazement guaranteed, for both tall and small! Psst...Ask
about our 9:30 am cruise: special adult rate & free surprise for kids!

Destination unknown

Be one of the privileged few to set out
on their very own guided backcountry
incursion. A naturalist guide will lead
you through this unknown sector, off the
beaten path, where telephones and everyday worries are not welcome! Book now
through one of the park’s visitors centres.

IN THE WILD, YOUR SAFETY
IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
Outdoor activities can involve certain risks.
Always be sure to have the skills and abilities required for the activity you
choose. It is very important to find out about the risks involved in the
activity, to know and respect your own limits and to use appropriate
equipment. Preparing yourself adequately is the first step in the safe and
enjoyable practice of your favourite activities.
For more information, visit our website at sepaq.com/security

DISCOVERY
ACTIVITIES
Consult the program to
enrich your visit. (in French only)
You will find
entertaining
activities to
explore the
park from
every angle.

AJOUTER
VOTRE
CODE QR
ANGLAIS

CONSERVATION
FOR
TOMORROW
Technology at the service
of our trail network

The park is always improving its work
practices in terms of trail maintenance.
Since last year, our park teams have been
working with a new tool called Collector.
It lists and geolocates the more remote
corners of each trail that needs a little love,
here in the park! This way, our staff saves
time and they are more efficient.

Not enclosures but
exclosures!

Those who have already visited the summits of L’Acropole-des-Draveurs are sure
to have noticed two things: they are not
alone, and we have set up ropes and posts.
Never one without the other! With the

current hiking boom here on these peaks
where nature is fragile, a deterioration of
the vegetation due to trampling has been
noted. These exclosures therefore indicate
where to walk − to protect the gorgeous
groundcover from your lovely boots!

Starry skies

Hautes-Gorges-de-la-Rivière-Malbaie
National Park is one of the top places in
Québec where the night skies are excellent
for star-gazing due to low light pollution.
In 2021, the park joined the International
Dark-Sky Association’s certification
process to become an International Dark
Sky Park. This global award is extended to
sites that enjoy top quality night skies.

Our trails can only be
more beautiful − and
safer too!

Make the most of your stay: admire
the universe!

Discover what’s
happening behind
the scenes Stars in your eyes,

OUR
NATIONAL
PARKS

Protected territories offering
a connection to nature, for us
and for future generations.

birds songs in your ears... Dive into the
fascinating world of initiatives to protect
our natural treasures. (in French only)
sepaq.com/lenversdudecor

5 good practices to adopt
• Refrain from feeding the animals
• Keep your distance when animal watching
• Stay on the trails
• Don’t collect natural elements (plants, dead wood…)
• Keep your right of access on hand at all times
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Did you know?

Your access fee is 100% reinvested in the national parks. By paying
your fees, you are helping to protect this magnificent natural environment
and the flora and fauna found there. Thank you for your support!

des Hautes-Gorgesde-la-Rivière-Malbaie

sepaq.com/hautesgorges

